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Abschrift 
 

War Diary of the 8. Schnellboatflotilla 
during the night of 22./23. Jan.1945 

       
___________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

At nightfall immediate readiness for torpedo-attacks against the Scheldt-
Traffic in dependency of the weather situation 

 

17.53  Received FT (radio)-signal from F.d.S. „Convoys as 
follows expected at South-Falls-buoy: 6 nm convoy 
1930 o’clock, 8 nm convoy 0230 o’clock, attack 
against 6 nm convoy 2230 o’clock. Points to follow. 

18.25  Departed bunker 

18.39  FT (radio)-signal from  F.d.S. „Sting 2300 o’clock. 9. 
S-Flotilla Sophie, 6. S-Flotilla Viktor (Victor), 4. S-
Flotilla Ysop (Yankee), 6. S-Flotilla thereafter 
against 8 nm convoy, 9. S-Flot. to operate south of 
route. 4. S-Flot. against  coming up enemy reports, 
otherwise to thrust to the east. 8. S-Flotilla 0015 
o’clock AN 7939 middle low for further attack against 
8 nm convoy. 

18.48 WSW 5, Sea 3, long 
swell from NNW, 
scattered clouds, 
moonlight, very good 
visibility 

Speed 34 kts, course 256o, tactical order: S 194, S 
199, S 196, S 701, S 197. 
2 – 3 air contact reporter. 
 

19.56  Square 8544 middle low. Aircraft crossing coure of 
flotilla close in front of guide at low flying.  
After open fire identification signal, thereupon cease 
fire, type Ju 88. 

20.00  Square 8469 middle top. Low flying „Whitley“ attack-
ing from moon leeward, defence fire, bombs too 
short, enemy aircraft disappearing in steep curves. 
Further approaches prevented before bomb-release 
by good anti-air-fire from machine guns 
FT (radio)-signal from F.d.S. „ Targets for attacks to 
be reported fast, so that comrades also can attack.“ 

20.35  Square 8483 lower edge right stopped, because of 
two hours time good as to second attack signals.  

2130  FT (radio)-signal from F.d.S. „From recce 2045 
o’clock AN 8467 right low 2 S-Boats 120o, 5 kts 
Speed.“ Meant are own boats, position according to 
dead reckoning 8 nm further to southwest.  

2204  FT (radio)-signal from F.d.S. „ 8. S-Flotilla from 0100 
o’clock to attack between Dora (Delta) and Karl (Ki-
lo), if nothing special.“ 

2238  Advance continued. 

2248  FT (radio)-signal from F.d.S „Destroyer square 8741 
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left top“ and 

2256  „enemy square 8741“ 
Own course directed towards buoy square 7963 
middle top leads only 3 nm past the reported enemy 
position. Anyhow continued with course since 1. un-
known whether enemy stationary, 2. finding the 
buoy after having been stopped for two hours in 
stronger wind and sea state is essential for later 
navigation off the enemy coast, and 3. passing by 
the enemy using FuMB (radar) is no difficulty. 

2258  Radio signal from 9. S-Flotilla „Steamer Point Toni 
(Tango)“ 

2334  Radio signal from F.d.S. „Destroyer operating to 
square 8745 left edge middle.“ 

0013 Low hanging snow-
cloud-banks, single 
showers, horizon 
hazy or invisible  

Due to dead reckoning square 7963 middle top, 
buoy laying there however not visible. 
In hoping to be able to orientate myself at the light-
house of North Falls in time, I advanced  

0027  Radar-emissions from W and SE, in the SE destroy-
er. Since  sufficient time available, intention T5-
Attack against observed destroyer 

0030  Light in 200o, stopped, at the same time destroyer 
on gathering course in the SE, which heads for the 
boats and closes to about 1500 m without opening 
fire. Remark by British evaluator: Sloop „Guillemot“ 
S 194 one T 5 against destroyer, firing distance 
about 1500 m, angle 0, destroyer is getting bigger 
rapidly and has accelerated to maximum speed. 
Running away, after enemy has closed up to about 
800 m without torpedo having hit and is opening fire 
with all weapons. Hit and two jet of flames observed 
on bridge. Since room to manoeuvre to the west is 
questionable, running away with a general course of 
NE. 18 minutes of fierce exchange of fire with de-
stroyer, at the outset of the fight rubber boat of guide 
in flames by a direct hit, heavy developing fire, at-
tempts to extinguish fire without results, tossed 
overboard burning. Otherwise only one wounded, 
other boats no casualties. 

0056  Suare7939 middle stopped.  
During fight the following radio traffic: 

0035  From F.d.S. „Destroyer AN 8717 left lower corner“ 

0047  From 8. S-Flotilla „Am in fight with destroyer  AN 
7965 left top“ 

0106  Radio signal F.d.S. ton 8. S-Flotilla “Destroyers have 
lost contact AN 8717 left bottom” 

  The fact that the bright shining buoy in square 7963 
middle top which was definitely not sighted leads to 
conclude a large navigational error, at least 5 nm. 
By the long lasting destroyer pursuit the position 
probably is even less accurate than before. 
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Several enemy groups reported little east of my ad-
vance course, among them some destroyers, make 
it necessary to try a second advance into the opera-
tional area more to the west, where however the 
Sand of Kentish Knock is a big operational risk, es-
pecially since it is low waters at the time. According 
to intelligence reports my position must be about 
square AN 8717 upper edge middle. According to 
the sounded depth sounding with water depth of 55 
m only square AN 8717 lower edge left is in ques-
tion, both positions have something in their favour, 
the first the better accuracy of the destroyer naviga-
tion, the second the fact that a deviation on south-
west course for the reason of the heavy swell from 
NNW that had been observed at times had caused a 
navigational error towards SE and the depth sound-
er readings are in correspondence with that. I decide 
to depth sound the sands off Kentish Knock on west 
course and after having passed them to advance 
again towards North Foreland. 

0115  Course 270o, 15 kts. 

0117  Echo sounder on guide inserviceable. Previous tak-
en soundings therefore unreliable. Speed 20 kts. 

0132  Buoy to the west. 

0137  Idendified flash 10 sec. 

  Assumption to be buoy with same identifier in 
square AN 7963 middle top, identification by depth 
soundings not possible due to lack of time and ene-
my groups observed on FuMB (radar); to stop or 
questions by flashlight or UK (UHF) to other boats 
not either. Since no other buoys in vicinity according 
to own charts, position corrected with position of 
buoy and after passing it at a distance of 100 m ad-
vanced on southwest course, speed 34 kts 
Only at a later instance of the deployment which 
gave a very accurate position, it proved that it had 
not been the assumed buoy but 53 Anton (Alfa) 
which should be unlit due to own charts. 

0149  Gave radio signal „AN 7963 operating to Emil 
(Echo)“ 

0157  Radio signal from F.d.S. „Operate to Jota (Juliet)“ 

0158  The depth sounder of the guide is clear again and 
shows 6 m water depth. On the grounds of the unre-
liability of the equipment I doubt the correctness of 
this reading but am turning to the south for safety 
reasons and am slowing down. 

0158  Course 170o, speed 20 kts. 

0205  Since water depth is unchanged, speed 9 kts. 

0213  At water depths around 12 m, speed 15 kts.  

0230  Unlit buoys with ball top-signs some 100 m to the 
west. 
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0232  Stopped to examine the buoys. No signs, water 
depth in area of buoys  5 – 6 m. (It is a marker-buoy 
at the southeast edge of Kentish Knock, what on the 
basis of the overall situation cannot be determined 
with confidence but could only be assumed.) 
Continued with general course south. 

0250  Radio signal from F.d.S. „8. S-Flotilla to report own 
position and situation“ 

0253  Buoys and lights of vessels in SW, taking them 
ahead. Buoys are believed to be Dumpton because 
of their identifier flash white 20 sec. and closely left 
thereof flash group three green 10 sec. North Forel-
and is unlit. A unit of different big vessels on east-
course seems to underline this assumption. Real 
position as realised later on, Foreland buoys with 
the same identifier, buoys observed in the West 
cannot be determined due to bad visibility. Radio 
signal ton F.d.S. „My position is square 7968, enemy 
at Ida, attacking.“ 
The visibility of shadows has decreased further and 
is dependent upon size of vessel between 300 and 
800 m. In the beginning approached three especially 
high above the horizon situated lights for a longer 
time which seem to belong to corresponding big 
steamers. In spite of closing up to the route-buoys  
to about 1 nm the lights are not getting closer, there-
fore, assumption that vessels are on SW-course en-
tering the Downs. In reality it probably were espe-
cially bright lights on the coast between Margate and 
Foreland.  
During the approach the own group is located by 
land- and ship-borne equipment of different kind 
from SE to W with increasing loudness. Accumula-
tion of detection equipment especially in the south 
where at the same time a higher and several lower 
lights are discernable. Since first targets are not to 
be reached, operating on unit in the south, which for 
the first time is being detected by FuMO (radar) at a 
range of 9000 m, a bigger and several smaller tar-
gets. Therefore, sped up to the east. At first a single, 
then increased to a higher salvo speed fire from 
coastal batteries, according to impacts about 15 nm. 
All impacts between the boats, dark coloured loca-
tion impact pillars are not observed. 
Run away to the south, because of underestimated 
enemy-speed firing position again on the quarter. 
Therefore initially only fired one T-5. In close proxim-
ity of the unit the coast ceases fire, but instead the 
unit opens fire without use of illumination shells. Run 
away to the north, thereupon again fire from the 
coast. Again sped up to the east and approached for 
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torpedo-attack, estimated firing distance about 1500 
m, around the sighted navigation lights bright lights, 
fast change of bearing to the enemy, but no shadow 
to be seen and no types to be recognized. Torpedo-
salvo of eight T-1 against sighted unit, fierce fire 
from it by all calibres, from the muzzle flashes rec-
ognized a destroyer and several MGB’s in its com-
pany. Returned fire and retrieved with a general-
course NE. Torpedo-impacts not observed, possibly 
the enemy unit consisted only of the hunting enemy-
group. Made radio signal „AN 7969 in fight with 
MGB’s, 8. S-Flot.“ and „Have started march back, 8. 
S-Flot.“ 

0328  Estimated position square 7968 left top, real position 
square 7964 right top. Course 0o, with the intention, 
to go around all destroyers in the east and enemy 
groups in the west. 

0331  FuMB (radar) reports a just turned on MGB-radar 
with sound level 4 in bearing 330o. At the same time 
three MGB’s in column on ramming course with 
guide, high speed, distance of boat in front about 
200 m. Opened fire by all weapons, many hits on 
first enemy boat, ordered maximum speed on UK 
(UHF) and turn to east course. MGB’s are totally 
surprised, partly penetrated own unit. Fierce fighting 
for a short time, everybody against everybody. En-
emy can however be shaken off very soon, own 
course again 0o. In the light from illumination shells I 
see, that only three boats are following in my wake, 
on UK (UHF) all boats are reporting besides S 197, 
of which therefore a position report is requested on 
radio. At 

0348  S 701 requests speed reduction to 20 kts and is ob-
viously sagging behind. The reduction of speed is 
just executed when the guide 

0349  is running aground on sand and is jammed tight. 
Using UK (UHF) and flashlight it succeeds to stop 
the boats in the wake in time. S 701 which in the 
meantime has reported, that she can only proceed 
at 9 kts and will not become clear again, is ordered 
to proceed to the east at that speed. 

0400  With a incoming tide the boat is only sitting loosely 
with ist bow, the stern is moving freely in the wind. 
Therefore, pulled down from the sand using the 
side-engines und searched for deeper water with 
courses between east and south. S 196 in attempt-
ing to sail in the wake of the guide touches the 
ground shortly. 

0417  Radio signal from F.d.S. to 8. S-Flot. „Radar target 
AN 7937 right bottom, speed zero“. Absolutely cor-
rect. 
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0427  From F.d.S. „0130 o’clock square 7937 low water.“ 

0429  15 m of water, with that free (afloat). 
During these events the boats S 199 and S 701 
went out of sight, while at the same time it had be-
come obvious, that S 197 is close to the guide and 
has just its UK (UHF) inoperative. While on the sand 
a green star has been fired upon request of S 701, 
the UK (UHF) contact was interrupted and could not 
be re-established also after waiting for a longer peri-
od.  
As the situation is presenting itself to me, S 199 
must be clear, because 1. I had excellent contact to 
the boat until 15 minutes after the fight on UK (UHF) 
without she had reported of any difficulties, 2. the 
enemy fire during the fight had been very sparse, 
such that a essential damage to the boat was very 
unlikely. It looked worse with S 701. At a reported 
maximum speed of 9 kts the boat had to be scuttled 
and the crew to picked up. Strange is the fact that 
the UK (UHF) contact broke off although the first 
group had steered gathering course and that no re-
action had followed the star-signal. I can only ex-
plain it such that the boat upon breaking off the UK 
(UHF) contact, contrary to her first report got her 
engines up again and in consideration of some en-
emy radars (sound level 3 – 4) and the advanced 
time had started her march back by itself. The re-
quest for positions of the boat remained unan-
swered.  
Having no sign of whether the two boats lagging be-
hind need assistance and if so where I have to look 
for them, I start the march back with the remaining 
boats also.  

0430  Square 7937 right low started march back, course 
90o, speed 34 kts. Engines of both boats having run 
agound are working faultlessly. 

0435  8. S-Flot. to F.d.S.: “AN 7938 middle low 3 boats, 
going to Hoek. 8. S-Flot.“ 

0438  Detection of destroyer radar, accompanied by a 
white light in square 7939 middle, turned to 110o. 

0441  MGB-radar and flickering blaze at two positions 
close to each other in  bearing 130o, possible as lat-
er realized, train of MGB’s having been clubbed to-
gether by the 9. S-Flotilla . Broken through to the 
east. 

0503  Square 8718 middle low, course 65o.  

0506  From F.d.S.: „Radar target AN 7938 middle low, 
course easterly, speed 30 kts, 0435.“ 

0507  From F.d.S.: „Destroyer AN 7939 middle.“ and 

0517  „Destroyer AN 7936 right lower corner., has lsot 
contact.“ 
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If it was the same destroyer in both cases, she can-
not have had contact to own boats, since she moved 
north while the boats in her south were on easterly 
course. 

0541  To F.d.S.: „Reported radar target own group.“ 

0549  F.d.S. to 8. S-Flotilla „Air contact keeper appointed.“ 
During the march back continued requests by me 
and also by F.d.S. to report position of S 199 and S 
701 were not answered.  

0620  VFRom F.d.S. „4., 6., 8., 9. S-Flotilla to load torpe-
does.“ 

0650  Radio signal to  F.d.S. „0645 o’clock AN 8574. In 
case of no report in respect to S 199, S 701, not 
Hoek but Ijmuiden, commander 8. S-Flot.“ 

0717  Radio signal from F.d.S. to 8. S-Flotilla: „Here no 
further reports about both boats.“ 

0815  S 194, S 196, and S 197 entering Ijmuiden, report 
.... 

0840  Boats secured in bunker 

0915  S 701 enters bunker heavily damaged. Forecastle in 
water up to the scuff rib. Boat is supported at once 
although no acute danger of sinking.  

0948  Receipt of radio signal from S 701 to F.d.S. „After 
ramming by MGB just entered Ijmuiden.“ 

  In total 10 torpedoes have been fired, there among 2 
T-5, hits not observed, S 199 CO Ob.Lt.z.S. 
Quistorp with the flotilla-medical Mar.Ob.Ass.Arzt Dr. 
Herrberg not returned from deployment. S 701 for 
months out of action caused by severe ramming. 
The remaining boats have to dock because two 
boats have ran aground the third, S 197, sailed 
against drifting lumber at leaving bunker, such that 
the forecastle leaks water. With that all boats of flo-
tilla are out of. 

 
 
Remarks: 
G. Hümmelchen: „Die deutschen Schnellboote im 2. Weltkrieg“ states on Page 
201: 
 
..... The flotilla fired two T-5 and eight T-1 against convoy, without hitting something 
and then fought with the frigate Seymour, the sloop Guillemot and MGB-groups. It 
were three MTB-groups consisting MTB 451, MTB 452, MTB 450/MTB 495, MTB 
446/MTB 454 and MTB 447. During the confusing fight S 701 collided with S 199. Of 
the British boats MTB 495 had been damaged severely and had one killed and three 
wounded. S 199 (Oblt.z.S. Achim Quistorp) had suffered so heavy damages that it 
had to be scuttled at 0330 o’clock (remark: 0430 o’clock?) in position 51o 23’ N 001o 
24’ E within sighting range of Tongue Sand Fort. The AA-battery of the fort believed 
that they had sunk S 199 by its fire. Eighteen survivors went ashore close to the fort, 
there among the CO, the flotilla-medical MarObAssArzt Dr. Werner Herrberg and 
Lt.z.S. d.Res. Langner. Among the killed was MechObGefr. (Dirk) Linnemann..... 
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B. Hertherington writes in his letter to Walter Klemm (crew-member of S 701) 
dated 11. November 1992: 
 
 
S 199 was sunk by fire from Tong Sands Fort in the Thames estuary. The survivors 
on the three life rafts were rescued by two boats of the Royal Navy, HMS Gillemot 
aund HMS Seymore. HMS Seymore had a partly canadian crew and in all likelyhood  
Dirk Linnemann was picked up by that boat. The survivors and the killed were taken 
to Gillingham. 


